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The first edition of this text is widely used in many research 
laboratories with direct and indirect research interests in diverse 
aspects of enzymology, and has become a much valued reference 
text. This new edition has been greatly expanded to include new 
data, so that more than 8,000 different inhibitors are now 
included, and 15.000+ enzyme-inhibitor interactions listed. This 
expansion of material has necessitated the reorganization of the 
data into two volumes. Volume A contains the Enzyme + 
Inhibitor list; here the enzymes are organized alphabetically, 
including both the enzyme name and the EC number. and a list 
of inhibitors. inhibition type, inhibition constants (K,II,,) and 
references from which the information was obtained. Volume B 
contains the Inhibitor + Enzyme list; here the inhibitors are listed 
alphabetically, according to their trivial names, with details of 
each enzyme inhibited, and the inhibition type and inhibition 
constant for each enzyme cited. Two supplemental ists are also 
Included; Systematic Inhibitor Names facihtates interconversion 
of trivial and systematic names, while the EC Numbers List 
enables translation of the IUB-recommended nomenclature to the 
official EC number. 
The primary uses of the text are thus to examine a list of 
inhibitors for a single enzyme and/or provide a list of enzymes 
sensitive to a particular inhibitor. In assessing a reference text of 
this type the criteria used are presentation quality. ease of use, and 
comprehensiveness and accuracy of data. In terms ofpresentation, 
the author has not succumbed to the common failing of many texts 
of reference data in cramming details into an almost microscopic 
format. The data are well and clearly laid out and easy to utilize; 
when its use is necessary the index system is simple and functional. 
In the comparatively short period of time available for 
compilation of this review. appraisal of the comprehensiveness 
and accuracy of even the majority of the information presented is 
an impossible task for one individual. Therefore a representative, 
large group of enzymes within the scope of the expertise of this 
reviewer. the cychc nucleotide phosphodiesterases, was examined 
m detail, m the belief that the treatment of this group, a topic of 
much current research interest and therefore rapid generation of 
recent information. would give a fair reflection of the overall 
standard of data in the text. The treatment is comprehensive with 
five hundred and eighty-seven entries, derived from one hundred 
and eighty-three source references. covering thirty-eight forms of 
the enzyme. The vast majority of references cited are the original. 
primary reports, not review articles, and over ninety percent of the 
entries are based upon sources from the past eight years. While 
most of the references are from what are currently regarded as 
‘high impact journals’, key references from less familiar journals 
are nonetheless cited, and only a few of apparent relevance are 
absent. The data reported are an accurate record of those in the 
original reports: this high level of accuracy perhaps reduces the 
disapproval of the reviewer in the apparently random variation m 
representation of cyclic GMP as cycGMP. CYCGMP and cGMP 
to an idiosyncratic and pedantic criticism. 
In conclusion, the author has completed a daunting survey very 
successfully and presented his findings m a clear and accurate 
manner. There is no competing text covering such a breadth of 
enzymes and inhibitors. and it is a reasonable assumption that this 
edition will provide biochemists and pharmacologists with an 
excellent work of reference of even greater value than its prede- 
cessor. 
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The editors of this huge (almost 4 kg) manual rightly point out 
that procedures for immunological techniques are probably more 
numerous, complex and variable than those in other subjects. The 
aim of this publication is to provide practical information on the 
latest protocols and the most recent advances and procedures 
currently in use. To minimise obsolescence, a ring-bound 
arrangement has been employed to allow regular up- dating with 
supplements containing new or modified material together with a 
new index. The core volume has 8 chapters on: laboratory animal 
care, antibody detection and preparation. in vitro assays for 
mouse lymphocyte function, flow cytometry, cytokines and their 
receptors, immunological studies in humans, and the isolation and 
analysis of proteins. There is a comprehensive index and 
appendices containing information such as: commonly-used 
materials, CD nomenclature, selected suppliers. The first 
supplement to the core volume contains additions to most of the 
chapters plus a new chapter on peptides. 
Current Protocols in Inwwzolog~~ is the work of 5 editors, all 
based at NIH in the USA, together with about 90 contributors but 
a standard and user-friendly format has been employed. Each 
chapter has a short, general introduction which is followed by a 
series of sections devoted to sets of techniques. Each of these has 
its own introduction and a series of protocols listing the reagents 
and equipment required together with step-by- step instructions. 
A basic protocol is presented first and. where appropriate, 
alternate and support protocols are given. These are followed by 
a Commentary’ which includes mformation on trouble-shooting 
and anticipated results and, finally. a small number of key refer- 
ences is provided. 
The arrangement is efficient and, as far as I can judge, the 
protocols are accurate but there are inevitably limitations; for 
example, the only antibody labelhng procedure described is the 
glutaraldehyde method for alkaline phosphatase. and the only 
antibody immobilization method uses CNBr. While the volume 
contains a large amount of useful information probably much of 
it is redundant for most individuals and many groups. For the 
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